19-27 RFQ Greenfield DPW Yard Facility Electrical Panel Upgrade Project
Addendum #4

THE ORIGINAL PROPOSAL POSTED JANUARY 16, 2019 FOR THE ABOVE NOTED PROJECT IS AMENDED AS NOTED IN ADDENDUM #4.

RECEIPT OF THIS ADDENDUM SHALL BE ACKNOWLEDGED BY INSERTING ITS NUMBER ON THE BID FORM IN THE SPACE PROVIDED.

This addendum is issued for the purpose of providing additional information and is hereby made part of the contract drawings and specifications to the same extent as though it were fully incorporated therein.

Failure to acknowledge any addendum may be cause for rejection.

**Item #1 Scope Clarification:** The scope reflected in the original RFQ remains essentially the same, subject to the following:

It is the contractor’s responsibility to ensure that the design and methods used to replace and/or consolidate the electrical panels and disconnects with upgraded main breakers and sub-panels, meet all NEC regulations and that the resulting final installation will be approved by the electrical inspector. Although specific panel consolidation numbers were outlined in the Scope of Services, e.g., replace 3 existing panels with 2 new sub-panels, any such replacement and consolidation must meet all NEC regulations and Eversource requirements, even if such compliance means changing the ratio of panel replacements, wiring configurations, and amperage load distributions.

You must include a notation of receipt of this and all previous Addendums in the quotation submission documents.